INDOOR BASKETBALL
EQUIPMENT
S04110

S04110 “Easyplay Official” portable basketball backstops dynamically counterbalanced (patented system), with projection
of 340 cm (granting 200 cm free space from protective pad to end line of basketball court). FIBA approved for International
competitions. Power coated steel structure realized with large section steel profiles. New-design anti flexion main
projection arm made in stamped steel plate. Easy movement from rest to play position (basket or minibasket heights
without any further adjustment of board) just by pulling or pushing the structure (even one man without any problem); aid
by the adjustable counterweight placed inside the base. Easy to roll away on the floor by means of total 6 anti-trucking
wheels: 2 pivoting wheels on the front part of base and 4 fixed on the back part of base (2 in line on each side). Mechanic
completely hidden device applied on the base for moving up and down all the 6 wheels at the same time both with
backstops in rest position or in play position and for raising and lowering the complete base at the same time in a levelled
position (do not require any type of “sub-frame”). Dimensions of base cm 230x110 (not including pads). New revolutionary
mechanical guides device applied inside the main projection arm in order to keep the board always perfectly vertical at any
height. Fully padded for maximum safety by means of high resistance pads applied on the main vertical column, thickness
15 cm, on the base and on the main arm. All pads are covered by synthetic material, washable and antibacterial. The
Easyplay Official set includes backboards made of 12 mm tempered safety glass, with high resistance pads and equipped
with red light device to be connected to any 24” shot clock, and approved reclining rings as well as with accessories for
fixing the base to the floor. Total weight of each structure around 1.400 kg. Dimensions in rest position around cm
505x190x200h. Minimum space required for positioning cm 450 over the end line of playground. The system has been
approved by the F.I.B.A. for international competitions.

PICTURE: S04110

ADVANTAGES COMPARED TO OTHER UNITS:
- no oleo dynamic units, no springs … that means no need of any maintenance or adjustments of springs load time
to time;
- wheels movement independent from raising-lowering movement … that means you can easily move the unit on
the ground even if it is in play position;
- one man can raise and lower and move it in the ground very easily;
- the board is always perpendicular at any height (basket or mini basket);
- you can adjust position of board (vertical – perpendicular) even with unit in rest position, very comfortable, and
than move the unit to play position (board will be as perfect as after adjustment);
- strong tubular arm with high section reducing vibrations of board after slamming;
- base completely covered by pads.
Protective pads can be customized choosing different colours and printing logos!

